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as the direct result of files and th" vond the power of words to express
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extreme heat of Hummer.
Under ex- Is a simple statement of fact,
isting conditions with a keen demand
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for dairy products and with prices at and viewing the manner In a broad
trouble.
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bered that while the government Is that every dairy farmer exercise a sideration of the proposed provision
asking Individual to ue 26 percent maximum of care and caution to elim to proceed any further. If the conW
I OB less for the next six months
.they lnate the fly evil, according to dairy ferees are In accord with my wishes
arc still allowed double the amount specialist of the United State De- in this regard. I should be gald f you,
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t ttai 1'oat Office at Burni,
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although there will be soma grumb- dally removal from the barn to a yielded on this provision would say
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States and three TerMM are
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ol supply.
tents tor keeping thousand Local uml District Hoards,
lie away.
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with an aggregate membership or
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At the
ated.
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It would also be an excellent Idea so si to make It very thin. It can spraying 100 cows and should he pre nil Ion. so long in the rar greater
when smaller share Ol these other builders of the
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then easily he added to a new supply. pared only as needed
where the material reiiuired The prai tise or frying leftovers of amounts ure required they should be National Army remains without pub
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not
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sentimentality
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Left over rlcu visory Hoardsami other cerealu are commonly
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Subordinating self and declining stowal of any honor, however genIn croquettes and puddings.
promotion to thu rank erous that Is personal to myseir only
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B, II. Crowder.
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riotic citizens coiiHtitutlltg the draft
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tal altitude toward the poliiiei
throughout the Nation,
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25 to 40 per cent

Page 's Sweet Shop
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Cigars, Cigarettes and Tobacco,
Confectionery and Ice Cream
You will alwa.vH find

at our storr tlv

pmvHt of

confectionery bm6 tbe beat grade of ice cream.
PUREST FRUIT JUICES
Clean tablet and clean glaiiseH w; eater to par-

ticular peopln.

We Carry the Only Stock of FRESH FRUITS and
VEGETABLES in town
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r N. BROWN

Brown 's Satisfactory Store
QUALITY MERCHANDISE
Walk Over Shoes
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& SONS

Stetson Hats
Bon Ton Corsets
Burnn,
We

i

Oregon
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A. A. TRAUGOTT

W. T. LESTER

Inland Empire Realty Co.

er,

Building and Farm Loans Made Direct
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Homesteads

Farms and Ranches
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Life Insurance

Fire Insurance
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Members Burns Commercial Club
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Sunday, Aug. 11th
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Next Wednesday, Aug. 14
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Wallace Held "The Hostage"

j.,

"Jean The Women" Saturday, August SI

I

Also a Sennett Comedy
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